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This book is a transcription of a lecture given by L. Ron Hubbard
aboard The Royal Scotman to members of the Sea Organization and
students at the Advanced Organization.
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SCIENTOLOGY is Applied Philosophy. The word Scientology comes
from the Latin SCIO (knowledge) and the Greek LOGOS (study) and
means "knowing how to know" or, "the study of wisdom".

Scientology was discovered, developed and organized by L. Ron
Hubbard.

WHOLE TRACK is the moment-to-moment record of a person's
existence in this universe, in the form of mental image pictures and
impressions.

RECALL is the ability to re-experience, or perceive again, what one
has experienced in the past.
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IMPORTANT NOTE

In studying Scientology be very, very certain you never go past
a word you do not fully understand.

The only reason a person gives up a study or becomes confused
or unable to learn is that he or she has gone past a word or phrase that
was not understood.
If the material becomes confusing or you can't seem to grasp it,

there will be a word just earlier that you have not understood. Don't
go any further, but go back to BEFORE you got into trouble, find
the misunderstood word and get it defined.
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A TEST OF WHOLE TRACK RECALL
by

L. Ron Hubbard

We have just completed a very successful cruise on the Sea Org Flagship, Avon River, which lasted for some five weeks or so. When I go on
a cruise people get curious as to what it's all about and, perhaps, would
like to know something about it.
The cruise had several purposes and one of these was a test of whole
track recall.
People fool around with this and think they were Julius Caesar, and
then in a spin-bin you can find Cleopatra and Christ. It seems like the
only lives they lead are the ones you find in the Encyclopedia Britannica.
Because of this whole track recall to some degree tends to become invalidated.
An invalidation is fairly serious since the road out also includes very
good recalls. So, not that I needed it proven particularly as a matter of
fact, I thought we would just make part of our operational schedule a
check up on whole track recall.
We played a sort of a game. The Sea Org, as you know, has many
types of missions so we made this up into a mission type game.
What I would do is write it all down and then we would call a final
object a target. With Sea Org efficiency we would organize it across the
organizational divisions. The boats would take off and parties would
go and check to see if they could locate the target. They would see
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whether or not the whole track recall situation was at all interesting
or if it was there.
This wasn't the only purpose in our five weeks cruise. One of them
was to check up on bases. Another was to sound out about various
political scenes. We had a lot of things to do.
We played this game rather consistently straight through. Writing
up an area we've never been into this lifetime, saying exactly what the
score was with regard to that area and then sending our parties to see
if they could locate and estimate whether or not these recalls were exactly correct. And this we did.
There are five in all that we will describe here.
This cruise, of course, is an interesting item in itself. You can read
about cruises in travel magazines. "We set sail in the ghastly dawn and
into force eight wind. As we sailed along peacefully with our topmast
blown out, we were eaten by a monsterous whale. The First Mate
brought a puppy aboard whose name was Ginger .... "
It's all good stuff rou know, but we don't happen to be writing for
a travel magazine right now and we simply assume the Sea Org when
it pushes a ship to sea knows its business. That the ship crosses water,
that the engines sometimes with some difficulty drive the ship forward,
that conditions get assigned and we eventually arrive at the destination
and do what we're supposed to do there. Sail on schedule, sometimes
leaving members of the crew behind, carryon our happy nautical way
and return back from where we came from all in one piece.
So I will omit the nautical details and refer you to yachting magazines, old sea stories or the annals of space opera, and we will go at
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once to the point.
The first of these targets was in Sardinia and was the ancient city
of Nora, a Roman-Phoenician city which perished in the second or
third century AD. This city was on the South-east corner of the island
and the

difficu1ti~s

involved in the situation were archaeologists.

Some people can take dirt or leave it alone, but an archaeologist
has to maul it about. He has a thing on bricks, you see, and he has to
sort things out to find out if this brick is older than that brick. "If
this brick is older than that brick the women of Nora, of course, naturally, wore high heel shoes.'; Well anybody could have told him
that.
Actually what they do is wJ:len they do the "put-together" they
have somebody along who has been there before and who has some
dim recall. So he reconstructs it all "scientifically" as near as I can
figure out. They make a lot of mistakes because they don't do it with
an E-Meter. Not scientific at all. Then they write up a bunch of lies
in some history book and give you a bunch of wrong dates so when
you study history you practically spin as a kid.
So, these archaeologists have been at Nora and it looked like they've
been trying to bury a bone or something of the sort.
The target involved in the situation was way back when.
I should be very careful of this sort of thing. My reputation is always at stake. There are tremendous numbers of people around who
keep telling you, "Ron ought to be this and that." My only answer to
it is, "Ron is!" My sins are probably no greater nor less than anybody
else's, but I often wonder if they sometimes weren't more boring
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(also sometimes in some places more interesting). I missed all the high
points people were supposed to have on the whole track such as being
Julius Ceasar.
Ask somebody who is really spun on his whole track memory. First
he was Alex and then he was Julius and then he was Jesus, coming on
down the track. There are reasons for this. These guys, of course, cave
somebody in so they read on the meter. One's history gets mixed up
because valences get mixed up. When you start straightening this thing
out you get a pretty good idea of who you were and why.
Anyway, I was over in Carthage around the second or third century
BC. I was operating there with the Carthaginian fleet.
There's a gag in back of this. Nobody was ever promoted in World
War II who was in a battle zone. When I'd been passed over for promotion (by reason of physical disability to do what I was engaged in
doing) my crew once presented me a commission and it said, "Phoenician Navy 1,003 BC." That's very funny because it's almost true.
I used to have a pretty good time around Carthage, nice sailing
water and so on. About 200 BC I knew a girl in Nora. (It wasn't called
Nora then.) I knew this girl over there and she was the current Goddess of Tanit. She was a good looking girl. We had a lot of girls in
Carthage but they didn't come up to her!
So I used to sail across the straits there. "The Canal" they called it.
I used to sail across to Sardinia. When I was going to Greece with the
fleet, why, somehow or other it detoured via a point to the west of
where we ought to be going and we seemed to fall at Nora. When we
were going along the African coast it was always easier to go via Nora.
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Officers used to tease me about this. They seemed to think that all
navigational patterns ran through the town of Nora.
It was usually a good thing I called in there with a war vessel because

it was a matter of almost war. The girl would say, "Hey! How are you?"
and all the other guys wouldn't have a chance for a while. If you've
got enough war vessels and you're making enough dough, well, girls
usually say this. She threw all the local swains over the hill and ARC
broke everybody in the place. I probably could have had more duels
than sunrises, because this was quite a girl.
There was a secret entrance to the temple and on the off chance
that the archaeologists hadn't discovered it (it looked like it wasn't
an entrance), I drew up the plans.
When we arrived in Sardinia we first went up to the south-east point
of the island according to the map. I had too much data. It's the first
time in my life I had ever seen a map of the place. Really wild! I mean,
like, here was a map. So this is the entrance of new data I had never seen
before. Here was a map and it shows the southeast corner of Sardinia in
a most available point.
We sailed to the southeast corner of Sardinia and looked all over the
place. There wasn't any basis to anything. I got completely lost and
wondered what the devil we were doing. All of a sudden the "Enchanter"
that had been on scout came back and said, "Hey, this isn't the southeast corner of Sardinia. The southeast corner of Sardinia is down there.
There's an old Roman City buried down there like you said. Only this
isn't the southeast corner of Sardinia. That was very illuminating.
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So we promptly went down there and we laid our eyes on the Temple
of Tanit as a ruined platform. Messengers and missions were sent ashore
to lay a map of the area to see if they couldn't discover this old secret
entrance to the temple as the target and demonstrate the whole track
memory.
We did just that. We lowered boats and rowed back and forth. We
sent people ashore and they looked it all over and finally came up with
a result.
Now I'm going to call on Hanna Eltringham to tell you whether or
not that was a positive result.
Hanna Eltringham:
That most certainly was a positive result. We found the base of the
old temple right on top of the hill. It was built on a piece of land jutting
out into the sea and it had water on three sides of it.
There was the platform, right on top of this small rise. The foundations were there. It was all oblong like it should have been, and over
the north of it we did find the tunnel. It looked like a ditch about six
feet deep, about fourteen feet long and about four feet wide. It led from
the side of the rise right up next to the foundation of the temple but not
on the same level.
We scraped around the bottom of the ditch and we found that it was
tiled underneath, covered with dust and dirt. Going up right to the top
of the ditch we found a few rocks and so on, which formed a kind of
wall against the temple.
We kept on digging here until we were quite convinced that this was
the ditch that led into the basement of the temple. So that was totally
proven and totally accurate.
So this one was positive. I heaved a few sighs over the fact that the
girl wasn't still there, but on to our next adventure which was infinitely
later in history.
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We went over to Sicily. When we got there it was very remarkable
to look around because Sicily had been very hammered and pounded
and chewed up. It is also full of ancient ruins.
In this particular instance the target we were interested in was a
Roman graveyard and an ancient tower. The longer I was there, the
more just being in the area, the more memory returned. The primary
target was the tower. The Roman graveyard was kind of hard to identify
because someone had made a stables out of it. Aside from that we
were looking for this ancient tower and for a cellar that went into the
side of it.
I wrote all this up long before we got there and said this is the way
it would be. You'll find so and so, and so and so.
When we arrived at that point we sent missions over on the beach.
They looked around and identified the various objects.
Now I'll calion Craig Defan who was on that mission to give his
comments on the results.

Craig Defan:
Again positive.
We were given a map about two days before we went to the tower.
The map simply showed a bay area giving the distance that it would be
away from the tower and where the beach would be and how the bay
area would look.
We travelled for about a day and a half and there was the beach as
was mapped out. Before we got to the tower there was another map
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with exactly the plan of the tower, how the tower would look, how
the cellar would look and its whole construction.
We left the ship, went to the tower, dug around for several hours,
found exactly the structure that was indicated. It was positive, and
that was that mission.

III
It is interesting that the ancient world, you know, was totally over
populated. The thickness of population to their ability to organize
and manage was many times greater than the thickness of population
in the now known world. People overlook this.
Sicily had, for instance, 160 huge cities. Its population today is
probably not a tenth of that. Sicily was dead before the first century
BC. It had already been knocked to pieces. The Greek and Carthaginian
occupation and the various quarrels across this island were such that
civilization almost ceased to exist before the Romans really took any
part of it.
The ancient world, of course, had the problems of over population
which resulted in slavery, which resulted in excessive cruelty and which
resulted in war, an effort to conquer more land to feed their people.
It was rather interesting to see the barrenness and the desertedness
of these ancient cities. the whole of the civilized world at that time
and its density of population has not in actual fact been understood
fully. You'll see the city ruins one right after the other, city right up
against city and the archaeologists scrambling around in the dirt trying
to bury a bone, I think.
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Laying bare these things gives you some distorted; weird ideas.
I don't know where he gets his population estimation. Maybe he gets
them from the size of armies. He said the Greek Army, 36,000 strong,
was sent to the support of the cause of Syracuse. They had 136 ships
and a 36,000 man army.
What he doesn't include in the statement is, a fighting man as a soldier is a number in that 36,000 and every one of those fighting men had
about five people on his logistics line. So you see he didn't have a
36,000 man army, he had five times 36,000 and they are heavy numbers.
In World War II I think there were only a quarter million of us
fJghting the war and we had four and a half million people in bases
stateside messing up our 'logistics.
Another time you'd go out as the Sixth ~leet or the Seventh Fleet
and you would find it was the old Fifth Fleet you were just in.
The point I am making is the archaeologist makes a fundamental and
fantastic error when he counts the number of soldiers engaged in the
battle. He omits the number of supply sergeants, clerks an~ of course
"supper generals" who are sitting back of the lines and there are
thousands of those.
Like the private who got scared. He ran and ran and ran and finally
fell down. He got up and found himself looking at a beautiful pair of
boots and somebody said" "Here, my man, what regiment do you belong to?" The private stammered, "13Sth". The voice said, "Well my
man, I'm your colonel," and the private said, "My God! Am I that
far back!!!?"
So in point one of the various means they use to estimate population
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is the number of soldiers in the army. These are not reliable figures.

You go out there and look at the mountains of Sicily and you find
the old terracings and so on. These are all deserted and everywhere you
look you find nothing but deserted ruins. There's nobody living there
today. They are pressed into a city half the size of one of the ancient
cities and rest of the country is deserted.
The problem of the world by the way is not a problem of overpopulation. It's a problem of bad management. That was the basic
problem of the ancient world. They never solved the problems of agriculture.
I had a lot of fun looking around Sicily. It's funny to look at the
stuff after the fact.
We sailed on to the mainland of Italy as we had something else to do
and finally we sailed back around Sicily to Tunisia.
The first time we stuck our nose out we got it wiped but good. Just
as we left our anchorage, a piece of cake, flat calm we no more stuck
our nose out than a blow hit with such suddenness that it was fantastic. We hauled back into a port there and waited the blowout. Then
we went on across the straits.
Before we got over there I gave them a description of the target. It
was in the city of ancient Carthage. This was all drawn up and so we
headed for Carthage.
When we got into the harbor at Tunis, however, I looked up and I
said, "Good golly. There is the old symbol of Carthage." It is one of
the mountain shapes there and I turned around and described this fact.
I looked at where Carthage is. The target I gave themjwas, of course,
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Roman Carthage, but I said ancient Carthage used to layover there
on the other side of that peninsula underneath that mountain.
I didn't think any more about it. That was old Phoenician Carthage
and that wasn't our target. Our target was Roman Carthage.
After Rome conquered Carthage they built another city in its place
regardless of what they say in the history books. The Arab now has
Ancient Carthage. He has got so many ancient civilizations that he
doesn't care much for them and he doesn't take much care of them.
He's fairly happy-go-lucky.
Anyway we formed up this mission at the beach and got this target
all arranged and sent a party over to see whether or not the target was
still there. I'm going to call now on Van Lewis to tell us whether or
not the target was still there.
Van Lewis:
I don't think you'll be surprised to learn that the target was still there.
We went to the area which the Commodore indicated. He had made a
small clay mockup and the mission members checked this over very carefully before going out.
The clay mockup had two mountains to the northeast and an area of
mountains or hills to the northwest. It had an area of old dockyards to
the southeast and an area of four ruins from the west to the northwest
of the target. The target was located on the western to the southwestern
side of the hill.
After a few days of looking over the area, the members of the mission
began to wake up and to see what was there.
We found that there were four areas of ruins, just as indica'ted on the
mockup. So we returned to the ship and took.a more careful look at the
mockup and returned to the hill. We found that those four areas on the
mockup were in the precise relationship to each other and the surrounding area as on the mockup. So returning to the ship again and taking a
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more careful look at the mockup and returning to the hill it was found
that the largest lump of clay on the mockup hoard represented the largest area of ruins.
After this was noted I felt pretty certain that we were somewhere
close to the right area of the target. Going to the hill, we did manage to
locate the southwest side of the hill. For the exact location of the target
which was fairly small, there was a trifle bit of uncertainty yet remaining. There were supposed to be some underground structures and it's
difficult for me at this time to see underground, so I'm not sure, but we
do think that we had this located within a 40 yard square, and perhaps
very much closer than that.
A very definite positive on this mission also.
What's amusing there is, you give the Mediterranean people two stones
and they promptly make a building. The whole areas of ancient Carthage
is completely built over with modem apartment houses, asphalt roads
and everything you can imagine. This mission was having enormousl
trouble trying to pick up from the new structure the old foundation and
they managed to do so.
Another humorous note. Just as we were leaving, we had asked for
some sort of license to lie off the coast. You always have to have a piece
of pap'er. We asked for this and we sent over an Arab interpreter of ours,
Mestasi. He got confused abo.ut the whole thing and said we were
going to go under water. So when the head of the Bureau there asked,
who wanted to go under water, he said, well, his father did. He blew
up at that point and so we got a visit from the head of the Oceanographic Institute.
These people were very confused and they tried to tell us we must
not go off the coast and do any diving, because If we did any diving
they would have to confiscate the ship.
I thought that waS very interesting. They could give us a piece of
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paper to permit us to dive but the thought of us diving made them
very upset. I thought, "What the devil is underwater around here
that's so interesting to dive for?"
We cross queried all of this to get an explanation of what this was
all about and it became very elementary indeed. They had discovered
an ancient city underwater where I had indicated was the site of
ancient Carthage. It's down there intact.
That government is scared stiff somebody is going to come along
and loot the place or something, because it is untouched by archaeologist's hands. It's just under the seas.
The point being that I'd never heard of it and I don't believe anybody else had. The Government was keeping it some kind of dark
secret until asked for a complete explanation. (We can't tell anybody
because it's a secret but the reason you can't dive is that there's an
ancient city down there.)
About that time we finished our other business in numerous areas
and we started for home. In view of the fact that we would have
arrived at some ghastly hour like 10:00 at night and you can't enter
the harbor out here in the dark (pilots don't work in the dark), what
I did was I wrote them up another target which was down the coast
from where we were.
"We'll slide down the coast, wait for dawn and we'll check up on
this target. As soon as we've checked it and taken a photographic
check of the thing we'll be on our way for Valencia." So we slipped
on down the coast and as the ship was lying there, I told them, "Your
ship's bow is now pointing at a pointed hill in a cove on the east
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facing side of the bow and the boulder there ... etc." We just lay there
till dawn and then took a look and I will call on Lieutenant Howie to
give you the results.
Lieutenant Howie:
Well, we got up in the morning early and went up on the bridge.
The Commodore came up with the binoculars and we all started
looking. The night before he told us the bow was going.to be pointed
at a pointed peak on the east side of this cove and there would be a
boulder on top of it. We started looking around and there was a
pointed peak on the east side of the cove with a boulder on top of
it.
To get a better look at it the ship was manoeuvred. We proceeded
to pull the bow in the large cove. There's a little cove inside of it on
the east side and this little peak was sticking up from there. To get
all different angles of pictures we put the bow in, backed it out, came
along side, then backed in, which was a bit of a strain.
We've got the pictures and everyone saw the target and there was
a boulder. It was exactly where it should have been and all night
long we'd been sitting with Avon's bow facing it. So it was a definite
positive, from the night before.
Well, of course, these are all areas that I've never been in in this
lifetime. They stretch back over some time and I'm shorthanding
the history that goes along with some of these places. A lot of it is
far, far too risque.
This was just one phase that we undertook in this trip and it made
a very interesting side game. "It was there so many hundreds or
thousands of years ago. It should be there now. Is it?"
We therefore should try to draw some kind of conclusion. I'm now
going to call on Sandi Mehr to give us her idea of it. She was on most
of these missions and she probably has a very good idea. Let her
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express her frank opinion.

Sandi Mehr:
Yes, I was on just about each of these missions that we sent out as
each mission was a part of our whole mission which was our five week
journey.
As Ron said, "Is it there?" Yes, it's there! As a whole Ron wanted
to know is the recall correct? The recall was correct. That's all.

And now as a final witness on the matter, I want to call on Warrant
Officer Yvonne Gillham. She was on nearly all·of these and almost
missed the ship.
Warrant Officer Yvonne Gillham:
Yes, what Ron says is true in every case. As HanJ;la said, "There was
the ditch!!" And, "There was the temple! I"
Ron would do the little clay models for us and he'd say, "Well, now
there will be two hills here and on this side you'll see a temple." Sure
enough, we'd go over and there would be two hills and there on the
left side would be a temple.
Then he'd say, "On this hill there will be a tower." And we'd go
along and sure enough there would be the tower!!! If you weren't
sure you would just go back to the model again and you'd have the
mountains in a certain direction, the coast line coming down here.
You\i go along to this area and there would be a coast line here. You'd
look out for the highest peak, that one which was the closest to Ron's
model. It would be that one. You'd go over there and sure enough all
the coast line would be exactly as the model!! The mountains fell just
as he said it was, it would be north to east.
It was very easy We just followed his models and followed his
drawings and we'd hit the target. It was like that all the time.
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There's the sum of the story
There were lots of things funny that happened on this trip, lots of
amusing aspects, quite a bit of adventure and we weren't loafing about.
We also had a lot of things to do to keep the ship running.
A lot of high points occurred. We found. out that motor boats that
we'd always had trouble with in the past were unnecessary. Our
little sail boats went along just great.
We had the usual number of close calls, except for the one that Bill
Howie described about putting the ship forwards and then backwards
in this little, tiny indentation in the cove.
It needn't have caused the fright that it gave Hanna, who was

Captain then, because I had it under perfectly good control. If we'd
had a couple of extra coats of paint on, it would have been a different
thing. But our bottom paint had been wearingthin so we didn't touch
bottom.
All in all we had an awfully good time of it.
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